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A GRADE MATCH REPORT

Last week the boys came home with a strong win against Pultney on a perfect day for footy at Haslam Oval,
as the club celebrated its 90th anniversary and past players day.
Going in to the game we know that Pultney had been struggling so I made sure we focused our efforts on
‘controlling what we could control’, and ensuring we were not complacent in our preparation and performance. We knew it was going to be a big day for the club and we wanted to play our part in making it a memorable day.
We started well enough with some positive ball movement creating dangerous scoring opportunities. Our
forwards were on early, with Alex Forster capitalising with four first quarter goals. From the sidelines what
became evident was that while our ball movement intent was sound, some unforced skill errors on our behalf
were creating scoring opportunities for Pulteney. Fortunately for us they weren’t able to capitalise on these
opportunities, but we know that better teams would have.
This theme continued for much of the day. We won all four quarters relatively easily with plenty of passages
of great team football. And while it was a good team performance, I know the boys felt that there were plenty
of areas we could have been sharper on the day, as we continue to measure ourselves against a high benchmark.
On the day I thought our defenders were excellent, led by Pat Levicki, Matt Falzon and Jake van der Hoek.
Levicki was again our best with some excellent defending and rebound from half back. Similarly Jake and
Matt were excellent in their defensive contests and gave us plenty of clean ball use from defence. Jack Carruthers continued his fine form on the wing and Alex Forster was dominant up forward, taking plenty of contested marks and converting seven goals in the day.
I’d like to take this opportunity to congratulate the Queens on making it through the Grand Final. This is an
excellent reward for all of your hard week and I hope you enjoy the experience and I wish you all the best of
luck for the game!
This week we take on Kenilworth away as we strive to continue building form as we approach the finals series.
Cheers,
Mark Evans
A Grade Coach
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B GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 15 saw The Reserves play against Pulteney on Past Players Day at Haslam as well as the Second
Semi for the Queens, so a massive day for our club. Pulteney have been ravaged this year by COVID, player
walk outs and various other on and off field dramas and have forfeited their fair share of matches, but credit
to them, they put together a side to allow us to play a game on a such a special day for the club.
Pulteney were fielding many unknowns against us but we also had 9 changes to the side this week, again a
large number of changes but all players that had played B grade, trained regularly and know the game plan
which is credit to playing group for the buy in for 2022 and this is shown through the positions of all grades
across the club in the top 2 with the ladies and the Glams leading the way and setting the example.
The first quarter was all about scoreboard pressure, stamping our authority and sticking to our structures in
readiness for the final series. To say the boys all brought this is an understatement. It started in the mid, with
Worrall giving the mids first use and then working back to assist the defence and working forward. Benno
and Woz had one of those rare connections and it was a pleasure to watch. Zoa’s took command of the
forward line and lead from the front in his first “stand alone” Captaincy and Dyl Hopkins grabbed everything
coming his way. We went in with a 43 point lead, 8.3-51 to 1.2-8.
The second was a continuation of the first with half backs ripping in to ensure that all forays forward, Chaz
Nicholas providing plenty of run from the wing along with Hugo playing a disciplined and controlled game and
Sam Nicholls continuing his great form. Tie to move some magnets and see what we have in tank. 14.6-90
to 1.2-8
After half time way made some moves, Buster to CHB, Browny back to a HBF with Breds, Will Meyer to HF,
Switz at CHF, Egarr through the middle. All moves worked and what was displayed was our versatility and
opportunity to find a winner if we are being beaten. Will stole some of Hoppy’s thunder taking plenty of grabs
and slotting a number of goals, Eg’s showed enough to be s defence mid, Bred’s enjoyed the freedom of the
HBF so all positives as we managed to continue to keep our structures the only negative would be our zone in
the forward in the forward, we can work on that. We extended our lead to 130 points, 23.9-147 to 2.5-17.
The last we had Will Meyer go through the middle as he finished with 5 for the day, Zoa’s hung on for 8 (long
way from winning our bet mate, but I will continue to grow my hair just in case) and Hoppy finished with 4, we
had 11 goal kickers for the day and we finished off the game with the same run we did at the start. Our intensity was better, our structures were better and our courage to hit targets in difficult spots but identify when to
go down the line was better, just working on our skills to execute as not everyone will lets get away with the
simple mistakes and identification of zone positioning and we will be in a strong position to take on the finals.
Final Score 29.10-184 to 5.7-37
Tom Wightman
B Grade Coach
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D GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 15 saw us head out to Lockleys. A win again strengthened our position in 2nd while also
potentially removing the possibility of finals for a somewhat strong competitor in the league. A previous win of 9 goals earlier in the year gave us confidence going into the match away from home this
time around. It ended up being a relatively close contest, giving us a good piece of competition and
having to genuinely work hard to win the game, for the first time since round 7.
The first quarter was our best term for the game. Our back reformed back 6 began to gel and
worked well together while our mids were clearly on top. The forwards had a somewhat lazy start to
the game and needed to lift for the rest of the match. Maxy Cowham got to work early and provided plenty of entry into the forward 50. Once again though, our ability to kick straight in front of goal
showed again as we kicked 9 first quarter points. The game should have well and truly been over
after the first 22 minutes. As it was though, the first break score finished at Kings 3 goals 9, 27 to
Lockleys 1 behind.
The second term saw Lockleys really lift and bring themselves into the game. The scoring was level
in the 2nd and we knew we needed to lift our game. Having only two on the bench made it just that
little bit harder to give players the rest they needed. Major break scoreline at Kings 5 goals 11, 41 to
Lockleys 2 goals 3, 15.
The last half was again a very evenly matched game. Both teams kicked another 3 goals apiece
while we managed to boot an extra 4 behinds. Wayward kicking cost us some extra percentage
that we would’ve loved to have gained back on Henley in the lead up to our top of the table clash in
round 17. Final Score finished at Kings 8 goals 15, 63 to Lockleys 5 goals 4, 34.
While it’s nice to win by 10+ goals week in and week out, getting a little touch up through the mids
and back 6 at times is a great thing to have leading into the pointy end of the year. It puts us on
notice that things won’t automatically happen, and that we must put the effort in every week. Given
our next two games are against PAC, who sit 3rd and 1 game off of us, and Henley, who sit top and
1 game clear, I relished the chance that our boys had to genuinely compete to get the win as these
following games will require a full four quarter effort to get over the line.
Tom Sneath,
D Grade Coach
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QUEENS’ MATCH REPORT

Having successfully finished our minor season on top of the ladder it was great opportunity to play our first final at home for a chance
to go straight into the Grand Final.
Some slight drama in the lead-up to the game with our resident team manager Sarah Hammond being unable to attend the game due
to COVID. Thanks to Alex Forster and Steven Bevan who stepped up to fill the void. It was a big day for the club with the past players’
show along with the B’s & A’s playing so there was a great crowd in support of the Queens.
Whilst the Queens seemed quite focussed before the start of the game we did start quite slowly and quickly found ourselves 2 goals
behind. We were all of a sudden looking a little nervous and hesitant with our approach to footy. Ash Carter and Holly C lifted their
work rate in the mid and we were able to get some inside fifty pressure back our way. It was a welcome return for Abby Pengelly who
had been unavailable for the past month. Abby showed her experience and class by kicking two valuable goals to get us back into the
game. Emma Chappill was working hard in the mid and her ruck taps were helping the mids to gain confidence around the ball.
It was quite a hot morning compared to the past month of low temp. games so the girls were really feeling the intensity and pressure
of a big final. At quarter time the game was evenly poised and the girls knew that they all needed to lift their workrate. The second
quarter saw Georgia Tottman, Becky Edwards, Chloe Chan, and Georgia Garrels all increased their defensive effort and this was making it difficult for Pulteney to create inside forward fifty pressure. Abby slotted her third and Eliza C received a forward fifty free to kick
a major so we found ourselves 5 points up at the main break. Whilst we felt we were not at our best it was a positive to be in front. The
game was certainly going to be won in the midfield and both teams were defending well. Pulteney were probably on top around the
ground in the marking contest for the majority of the game.
The third quarter continued to see a tight hard-fought contest all over the ground. Pulteney were creating a lot of forward fifty pressure
and we were having trouble getting the ball out of their forward half.
The interchange bench was seeing a lot of activity with many players having to come off to have a rest and catch their breath. The
warner conditions were certainly taking their toll and it was going to be a huge effort for the girls to finish off the game in a strong manner. Georgia Tottman & Ruby C were providing us with a big lift in the mid and their great tackling along with second and third efforts
was really giving us a chance to move into our forward half. Anna White was able to run onto one of our rare inside fifty movements for
the quarter and her snap at goal snuck in for a very valuable major just before the last break.
The last quarter contained all the pressure & excitement of a classic final. The girls really had to dig deep and we continued our theme
that if all 22 contribute when it is your turn then we will get the win.
Pulteney hit the lead halfway through the final term and this really did place some serious heat on the Queens to respond. We were
working hard in the midfield with the wingers in Sami Richards & Emily Draper working tirelessly up and down the ground. The defence
was being lead by Georgia Tottman and Becky we just needed a bit of luck going forward. Eliza C sparked an exciting movement
forward with a dashing run down the wing. She took on her opponent on with a bounce and her inside fifty entry resulted in a valuable
point. Now that we had Pultney in our press it was upto us to keep them hemmed in there and try to score from a stoppage or quick
play. Enter Amber Hopkins.... her forward pocket stoppage tap to herself and then quick snap towards goal was a match winner that
will be remembered for many years to come. The girls were elated however, we still had to hang on for at least another three minutes.
The Queens composure in that time and some of the defensive efforts were truly inspirational. A couple out of bounds turnovers really
did help us to soak up the clock and then the final siren signaled one of the great victories.
We can now all enjoy a weeks rest before gearing up for the big game on Saturday 6th August 2022 at Kenilworth Oval - 11.50am
start. Looking forward to seeing you all there.
John Cunningham
Women’s Coach
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PLAYER MILESTONES

PLAYER

GAME TALLY

Ben Wood
Charles Canny
Alex Breda

193
192
94

SPONSORSHIPS

PATRONS
Allan Evans
Allert Carruthers Family
Churchill Services
daviddall.com.au
Forster Landscape Supplies
Regency Orchids
Sydney Kings
The Winter Family
Thomson Geer
Viking Rentals

PLAYER SPONSORS
Player

Sponsor

Abby Pengelly

Grace Home Staging

Adam Zeni

Luke Evans

Alex Breda

Mesh Electrical

Alex Forster

Berry's Funerals

Alexandra Osborne

Tmienje Bespoke Designs

Amber Hopkins

Flinders Private Hospital

Ana White

SKS Technologies

Arabella Baum

Tic:Tok Home Loans

Becky Edwards

Edwards Family

Ben Williams

Ben Williams

Ben Wood

John Wood

Brad Warren

Professional Organising Solutions

Callum Green

Richard Green

Charles Canny

Nikki Morgan

Chloe Chan

Bray Chan Chartered Accountants

Eleanor Pyne

Pyne and Partners

Fred McClure

Blend Etiquette Craft Distillery

Gabe Fienemann

Thomson Geer

Georgia Tottnam

Windmill Hotel

Grace Appelbee

Waualtee

Harrison George

Luke Evans

Harry Bilyk

Lee’s Plumbing

Harry Roberts

Kathy Carruthers

Henry Read

Erindale Consulting

Holly Cunningham

T & M Packer Family

Jace Bode

Jax Productions

Jack Carruthers

Wurst Trading Co | Barb Allert

Jack Green

Grant Crowhurst

Jake van der Hoek

Harland Wines

James Brennan

Banks Botanical

PLAYER SPONSORS
James O'Halloran

O'Halloran Law

Jesse Fienemann

Thomson Geer

John Cunningham

Windmill Hotel

Josh Zoanetti

C2M Consulting

Kanesh Sivashankar

Wells Family

Lochie Edwards

Edwards Family

Lucy Hammond

Churchill Services

Lulu Tierney

Colliers

Magnus Illman

Magnus Illman

Mark Evans

Hey Diddle Wines

Mark Lane

Alan Lane & Belinda Capon

Matt Robertson

Matt Robertson

Max Read

Erindale Consulting

Max Thring

Highgate Pharmacy

McKenzie Schinckel

Schinckel Transport

Ned Carruthers

Bill & Hannah Allert

Ned Kennett

Tom Lawrie

Oscar Switala

Pinnacle Carpentry

Pat Levecki

Bruce Crowhurst

Sam Carruthers

Rick Allert

Scott Fischer

Scott Fischer

Sophie Treasure

AvantiCare

Stephanie Principe

Banks Botanicals

Steve Bevan

Joust

Todd Bevan

Joust

Tom Duffy

Small World Bakery

Tom Evans

Tom Evans

Tom Lawrie

The Light Impact ( TLI )

Venkha Sivashanker

Regency Flowers

Zach Polyak

Keith Motor Inn

Zach Slade

Jacqui Ion Lawyers

SAVE THE DATES

SATURDAY
23rd July

Past Players and Officials day

FRIDAY
14th October

POSFC End of Season Dinner

OUR BOARD AND PRESIDENT
Kathy Carruthers
President

Jack Green

For further information regarding our
memberships and sponsorships, please
contact the club’s sponsorship team
members:

Vice President

Gabe Fienemann
Treasurer

Jake Van Der Hoek
Secretary

Kathy Carruthers
Mobile: 0421 554 775

Jack Green

Mobile: 0459 817 933

Alex Forster

Mobile: 0420 714 226

Alex Forster

Director of Football

Email:

carruthersconsulting@hotmail.com

Steven Bevan
Alex Breda
Sam Carruthers
Tom Evans
Sarah Hammond
Jesse Fienemann
Peter Read
Venkha Sivashanker

Club Website & Facebook Page
To follow the Kings’ & Queens’ progress
throughout 2022:
Visit our website and follow the club’s
Facebook and Instagram pages.

